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VerbCompoCor is a German corpus where verb-dependent relations are manually annotated with compositionality judgments. It includes 7,500 sentences that are taken from the German part of the PARSEME shared task corpus (Savary et al. 2017). Prior to annotation, we parsed the corpus using the MATE parser (Bohnet 2010) and then extracted verb-dependent relations following Scheible et al. (2013). For the manual annotation, we use the WebANNO interface (Eckart de Castilho et al. 2016). The automatically extracted verb-dependent relations are highlighted in WebANNO in order to facilitate and speed up the annotation process. Our annotators have to decide whether a relation at hand is valid (i.e. not a preprocessing error) and if so, which compositionality score to assign to the relation. We use a 6-value scale to express compositionality from 0 (completely compositional) to 5 (completely non-compositional) and provide the annotators with annotation guidelines to ensure coherent annotations. The guidelines are to a large extent adapted from PARSEME and formulated as a decision tree with multiple tests in order to determine if the present verb-dependent relation is fully compositional or not. Contrary to the annotation found in the PARSEME shared task corpus, which uses a linguistic taxonomy of multi-word expressions (light-verb constructions, idioms, inherently reflexive verbs and particle verbs), VerbCompoCor follows an empirically more neutral approach. The annotated corpus may be used to develop tools for the prediction of compositionality for verb-dependent relations, which in turn may improve the performance of larger applications.
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